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Plasma neutralization of an intense ion pulse is of interest for many applications, including plasma
lenses, heavy ion fusion, cosmic ray propagation, etc. An analytical electron fluid model has been
developed to describe the plasma response to a propagating ion beam. The model predicts very good
charge neutralization during quasi-steady-state propagation, provided the beam pulse durationtb is
much longer than the electron plasma period 2p/vp , wherevp5(4pe2np /m)1/2 is the electron
plasma frequency, andnp is the background plasma density. In the opposite limit, the beam pulse
excites large-amplitude plasma waves. If the beam density is larger than the background plasma
density, the plasma waves break. Theoretical predictions are compared with the results of
calculations utilizing a particle-in-cell~PIC! code. The cold electron fluid results agree well with the
PIC simulations for ion beam propagation through a background plasma. The reduced fluid
description derived in this paper can provide an important benchmark for numerical codes and yield
scaling relations for different beam and plasma parameters. The visualization of numerical
simulation data shows complex collective phenomena during beam entry and exit from the plasma.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1758945#

I. INTRODUCTION

Ion beam pulses are frequently used in many applica-
tions, including heavy ion inertial fusion,1,2 positron beams
for electron–positrons colliders,3 high-density laser-
produced proton beams for the fast ignition of inertial con-
finement fusion targets,4 etc. In these applications un-
neutralized ballistic focusing is difficult due to the large
repulsive space-charge force of the beam ions. To neutralize
the ion beam charge, the ion beam can be transported
through a background plasma. The plasma electrons tend to
effectively neutralize the ion beam charge, and the back-
ground plasma can provide an ideal medium for ion beam
focusing. There are many critical parameters for ion beam
transport in a background plasma, including beam current,
type of ion species, radial and longitudinal profiles of the
beam density and plasma density, stripping and ionization
cross sections of the beam ions and gas atoms, etc. This
necessitates an extensive study for a wide range of param-
eters to determine the conditions for optimum beam propa-
gation. To complement the numerical simulation studies, a
number of reduced models have been developed.5–9 Based
on well-verified assumptions, reduced models can yield ro-
bust analytical and numerical descriptions, and provide im-
portant scaling laws for the degrees of charge and current
neutralization. Typically, the ion beam pulse propagation du-
ration through the background plasma is long compared with
the electron response time, which is determined by the elec-
tron plasma frequency,vp5(4pnpe2/me)

1/2, where np is
the background plasma density. Therefore, after the beam
passes through a short transition region, the plasma distur-
bances are stationary in the beam frame. The goal of this

study is to develop a reduced nonlinear model, which de-
scribes the plasma disturbance excited by the intense ion
beam pulse.

If the beam density is small compared to the background
plasma density, a linear perturbation theory can describe the
plasma perturbations well.5 Here, we focus on the general
case where the plasma density has an arbitrary value com-
pared to the beam density. Reference 6 studied the transport
of a long ion beam pulse utilizing the assumptions of com-
plete current and charge neutralization. In the present study,
we determine the degree of current and charge neutralization
from a nonlinear analysis. Nonlinear fluid models have been
developed for studies of the plasma response to a propagat-
ing laser pulse.7 Considerable simplification of these models
has been made by assuming that the plasma parameters de-
pend onz and t exclusively through the combinationz5z
2ct. Therefore, the solutions are time stationary in the laser
pulse frame. Here,z is the coordinate along the laser pulse
propagation direction in the laboratory frame,t is the time,
andc is the speed of lightin vacuo. The reduced models are
also based on the fact that the laser pulse moves with the
speed of light. Plasma perturbations do not propagate faster
than the speed of light. Therefore, different cross sections of
the perturbed plasma perpendicular to the propagation direc-
tion do not communicate nonlocally with one another. As a
result, a considerable reduction in the amount of necessary
computation can be achieved, as will be explained in more
detail below.

In the present study, a similar procedure has been devel-
oped for an ion beam pulse propagating through a back-
ground plasma. The ion beams under consideration are typi-
cally not relativistic. As a result, different cross sections
perpendicular to the propagation direction do communicate
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nonlocally with one another via the Poisson equation: the
electrostatic potential is a nonlocal function of the space
charge over the entire beam pulse. However, for long beams
with beam half-length much longer than the beam radius,
l b@r b , only neighboring slices interact with one another.
The assumption of long beams (l b@r b) allows one to effi-
ciently reduce the dimensionality of the equations. In recent
calculations,8,9 we studied the nonlinear quasiequilibrium
properties of an intense, long ion beam pulse propagating
through a cold, background plasma, assuming that the beam
pulse durationtb is much longer than the inverse electron
plasma frequency, i.e.,vptb@1. In the present study, we
extend the previous results to general values of the parameter
vptb . The key assumption in this paper is that the electron
thermal velocity can be neglected, because it is much smaller
than ion beam velocity. This assumption allows us to use a
fluid approximation and obtain an analytical solution for the
self-electric and self-magnetic fields of the ion beam pulse.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS FOR ION BEAM PULSE
PROPAGATION IN BACKGROUND PLASMA

In many applications, the background plasma electrons
are cold—the electron thermal velocity is small compared
with the directed beam velocity.10 Particle-in-cell simulations
show that in most cases the electron flow is laminar and does
not form multistreaming. For purposes of the plasma wave
excitation study, we assume that the ion beam motion is un-
perturbed. Thus, the cold-fluid equations are used for the
electron description, and thermal effects are neglected in the
present study. The electron fluid equations, together with
Maxwell’s equations, comprise a complete system of equa-
tions describing the electron response to the propagating ion
beam pulse. The electron cold-fluid equations consist of the
continuity equation

]ne

]t
1¹•~neVe!50, ~1!

and the force balance equation

]pe

]t
1~Ve•¹!pe52eS E1

1

c
VeÃBD , ~2!

where 2e is the electron charge,Ve is the electron flow
velocity,pe5gemeVe is the average electron momentum,me

is the electron rest mass, andge5(12Ve
2/c2)21/2 is the rela-

tivistic mass factor. Maxwell’s equations for the self-
generated electric and magnetic fields,E andB, are given by
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whereVb5const is the ion beam flow velocity,ne andnb are
the number densities of the plasma electrons and beam ions,
respectively~far away from the beamne→np , wherenp is
background plasma density!, andZb is the ion beam charge
state. The plasma ions are pushed away from the ion beam
pulse by the radial electric field. However, if the ion beam

pulse duration is sufficiently short (2l b,r bAM /me, where
M is the plasma ion mass!, the plasma ions do not have time
to move outside the beam radius, and they can be assumed to
remain stationary withVi50 andni5np .8

Additional simplification is achieved by applying the
conservation law of generalized vorticityV,8 where

V[¹3pe2
e

c
B. ~5!

In fluid mechanics, for incompressible flow, the vorticity
¹3V is conserved along the path of a fluid element. More-
over, if all the streamlines originate from the region where
the vorticity is equal to zero, then the vorticity is equal to
zero everywhere, and the flow is eddy free. In the back-
ground plasma without the beam pulse,pe5B50 andV50.
Therefore, it follows from the conservation of generalized
vorticity, similar to fluid mechanics, thatV is equal to zero
in the beam pulse as well, i.e.,

¹3pe5
e

c
B. ~6!

Note that Eq.~6! is a consequence of the fluid description
and is not ana priori assumption. Substituting Eq.~6! into
Eq. ~2! yields

]pe

]t
1¹Ke52eE, ~7!

whereKe5(ge21)mec
2 is the electron kinetic energy. Note

that the inertia terms in Eq.~7! are comparable in size to the
Lorentz force term and cannot be omitted. Estimating the
self-magnetic field from Eq.~6!, we conclude that the elec-
tron gyroradius is of order of the beam radius. This is a
consequence of the fact that the electrons originate from the
region of zero magnetic field in front of the beam. If most
electrons are dragged along with the beam and originate
from the region of large magnetic field, the situation may be
different.11,12

III. APPROXIMATE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS FOR
LONG CHARGE BUNCHES „ l bšr b…

In this section, we assume a long ion beam pulse (l b

@r b), but relax the assumption of a dense plasma used in
Refs. 8 and 9, i.e., the conditionVb /vp! l b . The typical
longitudinal scale of electron density perturbations is
Vb /vp . If Vb /vp!r b , the main spatial variations are in the
longitudinal direction and the electron dynamics can be de-
scribed by a one-dimensional model. In the opposite case,
when Vb /vp@r b , the main spatial variations are in the
transverse direction, and the longitudinal derivatives can be
neglected in comparison with the radial derivatives in Pois-
son’s equation. The criterionVb /vp@r b can be expressed as
a condition on the total ion beam current,I b

,17b3nb /npkA, and this condition pertains to ion beams
that aren’t extremely intense. We also assume an axisymmet-
ric beam pulse~]/]u50!. The dependence onz and t is as-
sumed to be exclusively throughz5z2Vbt. Therefore, so-
lutions are time stationary in the beam frame. This gives
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Here,n50 for slab geometry (r→x) andn51 for a cylin-
drical beam. Single-charged plasma ions are assumed with
Zb51. As a result, the two-dimensional problem is reduced
to a one-dimensional problem, with time derivatives being
replaced by (Vez2Vb)]/]z. It follows from Eq. ~6! and the
assumption of a long charge bunch that the azimuthal self-
magnetic field for]/]u50 is determined in terms of the lon-
gitudinal flow velocity, which gives

Bu52
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, ~11!
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Equation~12! determines the longitudinal electron flow ve-
locity and can be used to calculate the degree of current
neutralization of the beam. In Eq.~12!, we have neglected
the displacement current.13 The electric field along the beam
propagation direction can be determined from Eq.~7!, which
gives

~Vez2Vb!
]

]z
pez1

]Ke

]z
52eEz . ~13!

It follows from Eqs. ~10! and ~13! that Ez /Er;r b / l b!1.
Therefore, the longitudinal electric field is small compared
with the radial electric field, andEz has been neglected in
comparison withEr in Poisson’s equation~9!.

To check the theoretical predictions, we have utilized a
two-dimensional~2D! electromagnetic particle-in-cell~PIC!
code, calledEDPIC.14 The code uses a leapfrog, finite-
difference scheme15 to solve Maxwell’s equations~3! and~4!
on a planar, two-dimensional rectangular grid in the labora-
tory frame.EDPICuses a moving-window approach. The win-
dow of the simulations is shifted after a few time steps so
that the window is moving with the beam on average. The
current deposition scheme is designed to conserve charge
exactly,16 so there is no need to solve Poisson’s equation.
Since the plasma ahead of the pulse is electrically neutral,
the boundary conditions for the fields on the front boundary
of the simulation box are trivial~E5B50!. The boundaries
are located at 3r b and 1.5l b in the radial and axial directions,
respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the plasma and field
perturbations do not reach the boundaries~as the boundaries
are located far away from the beam at distances larger than
the beam radius and the skin depth!. In the present simula-
tions, the dynamics of the~stationary! background ions is
neglected, and the background plasma electrons are initially
cold. The beam ions are represented by a stationary~in the
moving frame! current density on the simulation grid. To

advance the electrons, we use the time-centered, leapfrog
scheme first introduced in Ref. 17. Various simulations ob-
tained using theEDPIC particle-in-cell code are presented in
Refs. 8, 18, and 19. The fluid simulations utilize the Mac-
Cormack finite-difference scheme20 to solve the system of
equations~8!–~12! on a two-dimensional rectangular grid.

In Fig. 1, we present a detailed comparison of the fluid
and PIC results in slab geometry. The fluid simulation results
agree well with the results of the two-dimensional electro-
magnetic PIC simulations. Figure 1 shows similar beams
with a constant ratio of beam length to radius (l b /r b510)
and different beam densities. The background plasma density
is maintained at twice the beam density. If the plasma density
is sufficiently small that the plasma period is long compared
with the beam pulse duration, i.e., 2p/vp.2l b /Vb , the
plasma does not have time to respond to the beam pulse and
a plasma wake appears behind the beam pulse, as evident in
Fig. 1~a!. As the beam and background plasma density in-
crease, the plasma period shortens and the number of plasma
oscillations increases during the beam pulse. Despite the fact
that nb50.5np , the plasma oscillations excited by the beam
pulse are quite large—the electron density perturbation can
be as large as 3np @see Fig. 1~b!#.

Note that the longitudinal scale of the plasma oscilla-
tions is of orderVb /vp and can be smaller than the beam
radius (Vb /vp,r b), as in Fig. 1~d!. As a result, the assump-
tion of mainly radial dynamics fails in this case, and the
agreement between the fluid and particle-in-cell simulations
is not as good as in the case whereVb /vp.r b . However, if
the plasma oscillations are not large amplitude, i.e., the per-
turbations in the electron density are small compared with
the background density, which corresponds toZbnb!np , the
plasma oscillations can be described by linear theory. Inter-
estingly, the reduced system of equations~8!–~12! recovers
the results of the full system of equations in the linear ap-
proximation. Indeed, in the linear case, whenZbnb!np , the
equation for the plasma oscillations is5

Vb
2 ]2

]z2
ne1vp

2~ne2Zbnb2np!50. ~14!

Equation~14! is readily derived from the linearized version
of Eqs. ~1! and ~2! and Poisson’s equation, and is not re-
stricted by any requirements on the beam radius. It can also
be derived from the reduced system of equations~8!–~12!, if
the nonlinear terms are neglected. Because the reduced
model consisting of the system of equations~8!–~12! gives
the same results in the limitVb /vp@r b , and in the linear
caseZbnb!np for any values ofVb /vp and r b , it also ap-
plies reasonably well in the intermediate case whereVb /vp

;r b , as can be seen in Fig. 1~d!.
Figure 1~c! shows clearly the limitations of the fluid ap-

proach. Pairs of fluid electron trajectories intersect at the
points x560.19c/vp and y521.8c/vp . Correspondingly,
the fluid equations have a singularity at this point, and the
electron density tends to infinity@see Fig. 1~c!, bottom
frame#. Particle-in-cell simulations do not show any singu-
larity in the electron density, as evident in Fig. 1~c! ~top left
and bottom frames!. Therefore, the presence of the singular-
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FIG. 1. ~Color online!. Neutralization of an ion beam pulse during steady-state propagation of the beam pulse through a cold, uniform, background plasma
in planar geometry. The figure shows comparisons between the PIC simulations and the fluid description. The beam propagates in they direction. The beam
density has a flat-top density profile, and the red lines show the beam pulse edge. Shown in the figure are color plots of the normalized electron density
(ne /np) for particle-in-cell simulations~top left! and the fluid model consisting of Eqs.~8!–~12! ~top right! in (xvp /c,yvp /c) space. The lower figure shows
the normalized electron density (ne /np), and the normalized longitudinal current (j y /enpc) in the beam cross section atx50 ~lowest curves!. The brown
contours in the upper figure show the electron trajectories in the beam frame. The beam velocity isVb50.5c, the beam density isnb50.5np , and the ion beam
charge state isZb51. The beam dimensions correspond tol b /r b510 and~a! l b50.3c/vp ; ~b! l b51.0c/vp ; ~c! l b53.0c/vp ; and ~d! l b510c/vp . The
dashed lines in the lower part~c! show wave breaking at x50.19c/vp .
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ity in the fluid solution for the electron density points to a
failure of the fluid model. Specifically, the basic assumption
of the fluid approach, that there is a uniquely defined, single-
valued electron flow velocity at every point, breaks down.

Figure 2 shows the total current and electric field in the
case of a long beam pulse. Because the beam pulse length,
2l b /Vb , is much longer than the plasma period,
2p/vp ( l bvp /pVb59.6), the ion beam charge is well neu-
tralized. However, the ion density rises steeply at the head of
the beam pulse on a time scale comparable with the plasma
period. This sudden increase in ion density drives many
plasma oscillations during the beam pulse. Because the ion
beam charge density is well neutralized in an average sense,
the total current~the sum of the ion beam current and the
electron current! is divergence free~¹•j50!. This means that
the ion beam current should be short-circuited outside the
beam pulse by the electron return current, which is illustrated
in Fig. 2~a!. In Fig. 2~b!, we note that the longitudinal elec-
tric field is small compared with the radial electric field
(Ez /Er;r b / l b). Short wavelength plasma oscillations at the
beam pulse head, however, can produce larger longitudinal
electric fields.

The fluid approach may not be applicable for a tenuous
background plasma. In Fig. 1~c!, the intersecting fluid elec-

tron trajectories originate from different radial positions
ahead of the beam pulse. In the limitnb.np , the intersect-
ing electron trajectories can originate from different longitu-
dinal positions ahead of the beam pulse, which corresponds

FIG. 3. ~Color online!. Electron phase space for 1D PIC simulations of the
beam entering the plasma att50. Here,Vb50.5c, Zb51, l b57.5c/vp , and
~a! nb5np ; ~b! nb52np ; and ~c! nb52np . The steady state establishes
after the beam enters the plasma in case~a!. Under these circumstances, the
plasma phase space also shows applicability of the fluid approximation.
However, in case~b! the plasma wave breaks and the electrons are heated by
wave–particle interactions. In this situation, the cold-fluid approximation is
not applicable. Moreover, the phase space slowly evolves with time as
shown. The times after entering the plasma correspond to~b! t5113/vp ,
and ~c! t5245/vp .

FIG. 2. ~Color online!. The excitation of plasma waves by the beam head is
calculated in two-dimensional slab geometry using theEDPIC code~Ref. 14!
for the following beam parameters:Vb50.5c, Zb51, nb5np , l b /r b510,
and l b515c/vp . Shown in the figure are electron charge density contour
plots in (xvp /c,yvp /c) space and the vector fields for~a! the total current,
and ~b! minus the electric field,2E.
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to plasma wave breaking in one-dimensional geometry8 as
illustrated in Fig. 3. If the beam density is less than the
background plasma density (nb,np), the amplitude of the
plasma oscillations is finite. In Fig. 3~a!, the electron dynam-
ics can be described by the fluid approach: a phase space plot
shows that there is a uniquely defined, single-valued electron
flow velocity at every point. Ifnb.np , the electron density
oscillations may become large, and the intersecting electron
trajectories originate from different longitudinal positions.
This is evident from the phase space plot shown in Figs. 3~b!
and ~c!. The time evolution in phase space of the electron
distribution corresponds to the complex process of electron
heating due to plasma wave breaking. The analysis described
above shows that for good charge neutralization the ion
beam should be neutralized by plasma with density larger
than the ion beam density. In the opposite case, the ion beam
head may excite large-amplitude plasma waves. This will
lead to electron heating and the generation of large, uncon-
trollable radial electric fields, which may be detrimental to
ion beam focusing.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the electron perturbations excited
by a long ion beam pulse (l b@r b) can be well described in
the fluid approximation by the reduced system of equations
~8!–~12!. Based on well-verified assumptions, this reduced
model can yield robust analytical and numerical descriptions
and provide important scaling laws for the degrees of charge
and current neutralization. However, the utilization of the
cold-fluid model may be limited by the wave-breaking con-
dition ~intersection of fluid electron trajectories!, especially
in the casenb.np .

The approach used here can be generalized to the case of
a nonuniform, nonstationary, warm electron fluid. This re-
search is now underway. This more general approach will be
especially useful for studies of the long-time evolution of ion
beam pulses on time scales much longer than the plasma
period 2p/vp , because it enables one to eliminate the fast
processes~at the plasma frequency! from the governing
equations, thereby substantially reducing the computational
requirements. For example, simplified beam envelope equa-
tions can be developed based on the reduced system of
equations.9 These envelope equations are known to predict
beam focusing with reasonable accuracy.21

The analysis described in this paper shows that for good
charge neutralization the ion beam should be neutralized by
plasma with density larger than the ion beam density. The
condition for avoiding large-amplitude plasma wave genera-
tion requires that the rise time of the ion beam pulse be much
longer than the plasma period 2p/vp . In the opposite case,
the ion beam head excites large-amplitude plasma waves.
This may lead to electron heating and the generation of large,
uncontrollable radial electric fields, which could be detri-
mental to ion beam focusing. The parameter which controls
the degree of current neutralization is the ratio of the skin
depth to the beam radius, which is discussed in greater detail
elsewhere.8,9

Finally, although steady-state propagation of the ion
beam pulse in a background plasma has been well studied,
the beam entry and exit from the plasma requires additional
research. We have produced movies that illustrate the com-
plex collective phenomena that occur during beam entry into
and exit from the plasma.22 Additional discussion of this sub-
ject is also provided in Ref. 19.
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